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Medicana International Hospital Successfully Expands Brand Name with
CAYINDigital Signage Solutions

Medicana International Hospital has spearheaded the hospital digital signage deployment in
Turkey, installing CAYIN’sdigital signage solution in waiting areas to enhance the
communication between the hospital and patients, as well as expand the hospital’sbrand name.

(PRWEB) April 28, 2010 -- Medicana International Hospital, owned by the famous hospital chain Medicana
Hospitals Group in Turkey, has spearheaded the hospital digital signage deployment in Turkey.CAYIN’sdigital
signage solution was introduced not only to enhance the communication between the hospital and patients but
also expand the hospital’s brand name.

Medicana installed CAYINTechnology digital signage solutions, including six SMP-PRO3 media players and
one CMS-Mini server with the aid of Microkey and Nets Security in Turkey. This deployment has successfully
assisted patients in gathering information, such as hospital facilities more efficiently. The new digital signage
system has also expanded the hospital’s brand name as an advanced technology adopter.

Patients and visitors will never get bored during their waiting time. SMP-PRO3, the zone-type digital signage
media player supporting AV-in function and video playback, is adopted to broadcast 10-minute live news
coverage from the CNN Turk channel and doctors’ speeches/interviews through 18 screens (32” to 46”)
allocated in a hospital’s waiting rooms and areas.

To efficiently control players scattered around the hospital, Medicana International also deploys one Content
Management Server, CMS-Mini. Data can be updated and synchronized to all players at one time and all
players can playback designated content at the right time and the right place through central scheduling from
the server.

Thanks to the contributions from three project carriers: Microkey, the reseller and manager of CAYIN’ssystem,
and Nets Security, the installer, and Nets Dijital, the marketing company, financing for the digital signage
network, the installation was completed smoothly and successfully.

The digital signage system helps to comfort anxious patients. It is also a great medium for a hospital to
broadcast information about preventive medicine to improve public health effectively.

SMP-PRO3: Fanless Digital Signage Media Player
The zone-type fanless digital signage player supports real-time video, playback of image slide show, ticker text,
video, and clock in maximum six zones. It features for the simplicity of content creation through CAYIN’s
template editing tool, Skin Editor, and real-time video playback by directly connecting to a TV tuner, DVD
player, etc.

CMS-Mini: Content Management Server
The CMS-Mini is a compact and reliable digital signage server for efficient media player management. It is
specialized in content update, central scheduling, and streaming broadcast. The CMS server helps
administrators to greatly lower time and personnel costs for daily system maintenance.

Medicana Hospitals Group in Brief
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Medicana Hospitals Group is a famous hospital chain in Turkey. It consists of Medicana Hospital, four
hospitals, and Medicana International Hospital which is made up of two hospitals located in Istanbul and
Ankara, Turkey. The hospitals are fully equipped with high technology equipment.

CAYINTechnology in Brief
CAYINTechnology offers a complete portfolio of digital signage solutions including media players, servers,
and software which are applicable to various industries, such as education, retail, hospitality, corporate,
financial, and public institutions. CAYIN is dedicated to being a reliable partner to its clients worldwide and has
successfully set up various application references globally. In order to best facilitate the deployment of CAYIN
products, the company also provides tailored services to satisfy the ascending market demand for almost
limitless applications. Please visit CAYIN at: http://www.cayintech.com.
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Contact Information
CINDY LAI
CAYINTechnology Co., Ltd.
http://www.cayintech.com
+886-2-25951005 ext. 207

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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